Special arrange traditional Japanese Food the Ramen noodles, Sushi and Sashimi.
One free day in Osaka, visit Osaka city.
Shopping Fun ～Shinsaibashi shopping district & Dotonbori.
Kiyomizu Temple : Famous for its principal sanctuary, built on a steep cliff. It is registered as a world cultural heritage
in 1994. The 139 Zelkova pillars that support the balcony are over 12 metres tall.
Todaiji Temple : In 728 AD by the buddhist holy wu emperor, Because built in the east of the capital PingCheng Jing, it
was known as Todaiji Temple.
Osaka Castle : Is a great cause of reunification of the world with the completion of the late 16th century, the generals
have a deep relationship Hideyoshi's castle was built in the late 16th century.
Togetsukyo : Aka (crossing month), Arashiyama Togetsu mountainous especially attracted many tourists to watch the
leaves and cherry attractions.

DAY

ITINERARY

DAY 01

Kuala Lumpur

Osaka

DAY 02

Osaka ► Flight to Osaka Kansai International Airport. After arrival, take shuttle bus proceed to hotel
check in and Free & Easy. On second day meet tour guide at hotel lobby.

B

L

D

HOTEL
Onboard
Kansai Airport
Washington Hotel
Or Similar

Osaka Nara Kyoto ► After arriving at the Nara, visit the 《 Deer Park》.The deer, about 1200 (sort
of) wild deer, are really used to visitors and a lot of times will pose nicely with you. Then, went to visit
DAY 03

Japan's largest 《Todaiji Temple》.Then visit the 《Kiyomizu Temple》Famous for its principal
sanctuary, built on a steep cliff. It is registered as a world cultural heritage in 1994. The 139 Zelkova pillars
that support the balcony are over 12 metres tall.

Kyoto Hearton
Hotel Or Similar

Kyoto Osaka ►After breakfast, visit 《Kingakuji Temple (Golden Pavilion) 》. The temple was
designated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1994.Then visit 《Nishijin Kimono Show 》enjoy kimono
show. 《Arashiyama Togetsu-kyo Bridge》Arashi-yama. It is 250 meters long and still retains its 17th
DAY 04

century appearance, despite renovations made using steel. Next,the 《Osaka Castle》 is a great cause of
reunification of the world with the completion of the late 16th century, the generals have a deep
relationship Hideyoshi's castle was built in the late 16th century. After the 17th century and was burned

Osaka Plaza Hotel
Or Similar

down by the war, although be built again.Then visit 《Shinsaibashi Shopping Street》the major shopping
paradise in downtown Osaka And 《Dotonbori》.This food paradise has two rows of eateries packed
wall-to-wall with Japanese nosh of every imaginable kinds and prices.

DAY 05

Osaka ► After breakfast, we suggest you can take JR Train to 《Universal Studio Japan》OR Choose a
free day, own visit《Osaka city》special features and try the local cuisine. Such as: umeda, mind-heart
bridge, the village street, new world...
(Expenses are all on your own for today.)

DAY 06

Osaka

Osaka Plaza Hotel
Or Similar

Kuala Lumpur ► After breakfast, own leisure. Later transfer to the airport for flight back home.

** Remark: Itinerary and Meals arrangements are subject to change Especially on Peak Season, if above Hotel was Fully Book Will Replace a Similar Hotel.

Tour Code: 6JOSK (02 AUG 2016)
The sequence of the itinerary may varies on the actual tour

